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Exercise 3 (Chapter 5)
ESSAY QUESTIONS

1) Explain in detail what effect a Central Bank sale of bonds will have on: (1) the LM curve; and (2) the IS curve.

2) Based on your understanding of the IS-LM model, graphically illustrate and explain what effect a reduction in consumer confidence will have on output, the interest rate, and investment.

3) Increases in the budget deficit are believed to cause reductions in investment. Based on your understanding of the IS-LM model, will a fiscal policy action that causes a reduction in the budget deficit cause an increase in investment? Explain.


4) Use the IS-LM model to answer this question. Suppose there is a simultaneous increase in government spending and increase in the money supply. Explain what effect this particular policy mix will have on output and the interest rate. Based on your analysis, do we know with certainty what effect this policy mix will have on investment? Explain.

5) Consider the goods market model with constant investment that we saw in Chapter 3. Consumption is given by

C=c0 +c1 (Y-T) 
and I, G, and T are given.
a) Solve for equilibrium output. What is the value of the multiplier? 
Now let investment depend on both sales and the interest rate: 
I=b0 + b1Y – b2i
b) Solve for equilibrium output. At a given interest rate, is the effect of a change in autonomous spending bigger than what it was in part (a)? Why? (Assume c1 +b1  < 1.) 
next, write the LM relation as
M/P=d1Y – d2i

c) Solve for equilibrium output. (Hint: Eliminate the interest rate from the IS annd LM relations.) Derive the multiplier.
d) Is the multiplier you obtained in part (c) smaller or larger than the multiplier you derived in part (a). Explain how your answer depends on the parameters in the equations for consumption, investment, and money demand. 

6) Consider the following model

C=c0 +c1 (Y-T) 
I=b0 + b1Y – b2i
M/P=d1Y – d2i

a) Solve for the equilibrium output. Assume c1 + b1 <1.
b) Solve for the equilibrium interest rate. 
c) Solve for investment.
d) Under what conditions on the parameters of the model will investment increase when G decreases?
f) Explain the condition you derived in (e).


7) Consider the following IS-LM model:

C= 200+0.25YD
I=150+0.25Y-1,000i
G=250
T=200
(M/P)d= 2Y-8,000i
M/P=1,600

a) Derive the IS relation.
b) Derive the LM relation.
c) Solve for equilibrium real output.
d) Solve for the equilibrium interest rate.
e) Solve for the equilibrium values of C and I, and verify the value you obtained for Y by adding C, I, and G.
f) Now suppose that the money supply increases to M/P=1,840. Solve for Y, i, C, and I, and describe in words the effects of an expansionary monetary policy.
g) Set M/P equal to its initial value of 1,600. Now suppose that government spending increases to G=400. Summarize the effects of an expansionary fiscal policy on Y, i, and C. 
 
MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
8) Suppose the economy is currently operating on both the LM curve and the IS curve. Which of the following is true for this economy?	
A) The quantity supplied of bonds equals the quantity demanded of bonds.
B) Financial markets are in equilibrium.
C) Production equals demand.
D) The money supply equals money demand.
E) all of the above

9) Suppose investment spending is NOT very sensitive to the interest rate. Given this information, we 
 know that	
A) the IS curve should be relatively steep.
B) the LM curve should be relatively steep.
C) the LM curve should be relatively flat.
D) the IS curve should be relatively flat.
E) neither the IS nor the LM curve will be affected.

10) Suppose there is a simultaneous fiscal expansion and monetary expansion. We know with certainty that	
A) the interest rate will increase.
B) output will increase.
C) both output and the interest rate will increase.
D) the interest rate will decrease.
E) output will decrease.

11) An increase in the reserve deposit ratio, θ, will most likely have which of the following effects?	
A) a rightward shift in the IS curve	B) a downward shift in the LM curve
C) an upward shift in the LM curve	D) a leftward shift in the IS curve

12) If government spending and taxes decrease by the same amount, 	
A) the IS curve shifts rightward.	B) the IS curve does not shift.
C) the IS curve shift leftward.	D) the LM curve shifts downward.


